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Resumo

Comment on your accommodation (not provided by organization). How did
you find it? How did you like it? What could we do to improve your
experience?

Encontramos pesquisando na lista que foi disponibilizada pelo Rodolfo. Foi uma republica

e não era das melhores, mas foi o suficiente para nos alojarmos por duas semanas.

Please, do not recommend Pensionato Familia Barão for attendants anymore. We had a

lot of problems, from poor hygiene of the house to lack of light and warm water.

Eu gostei bastante da acomodação. Escolhemos a Gringo's, uma das sugestões de

república dadas pela própria organização do camping. O local era muito bom pra

passarmos a noite, o pessoal bem legal e o preço beem em conta, gostei bastante de lá.

It was average, we (all 4 of us) could stay in the same room, there were beds for

everyone and it was clean.

I found it by accessing morarunicamp.com.br. I liked it very much, it was very near to the

campus, quiet, clean and not too much expensive. You did pretty well helping us to find

accomodations.

Eu e meu time ficamos no mesmo lugar do ano passado, então não precisamos das

recomendações. Apesar de alguns problemas com o dono da casa, no geral foi um bom

lugar.

I found through the spreadsheet Rodolfo sent to us. It was a republic and I had never

stayed in one, so it was one crazy and awesome experience. I really enjoyed it and would

recommend it to anyone.

I've found it though the e-mail list. It was ok. The spreadsheet sent over e-mail could have

more details about the house.

Não acho que isso seja de forma alguma um problema com a organização do evento,

mas talvez seja relevante relatar: Viemos em três e achamos que seria melhor alugar um

kitnet pelas duas semanas, encontramos um no morarunicamp. Mas tivemos uma série

enorme de problemas com a imobiliária responsável por ele, a começar por pedir R$8000

de garantia *após* já ter pago o valor total do aluguel (voltaram atrás nisso). No momento

que chegamos em viracopos, no domingo, ligamos para eles para pegar a chave, e só ai

informaram que a chave só seria entregue segunda (domingo já pago), tivemos que

arrumar um hostel para passar a noite na hora e perdemos toda a manhã do primeiro dia

de aula no processo de conseguir o lugar. Não tivemos internet tbm, que deixou difícil

estudar durante a noite. Enfim, foi uma experiência bem ruim, e um aprendizado para

nós. Não sei como a organização poderia ter contribuido aqui, não sei se indicar lugares

Editar este formuláriorodolfo.azevedo@gmail.com

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1atqDO4lA-5y2fPyAZlEaQpVKdsxG6gpB9Mkx6zFYeqA?usp=forms_web_l#gid=984040844
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1ApEj9aS-S0IVuLyoXxolSZ1lktZE4Ll5VuKhHC2TTdQ/edit#start=publishanalytics
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1ApEj9aS-S0IVuLyoXxolSZ1lktZE4Ll5VuKhHC2TTdQ/edit


específicos faria algum sentido.

Good. 7/10

Fiquei na Casa do Professor visitante na Unicamp. Acomodações boa, porém internet

ruim.

I got one of the republics on the sheet sent by email and it was awesome. Almost all the

guests were participants so we could be all together on the evening to upsolve problems

and discuss about it.

I already lived in Campinas.

Found it using the Unicamp housing website. It was a comfortable place, near the

Campus. To improve it just provide all the accomodations for free.

I was in house of my friend.

I found my accommodation via morarunicamp.com. It was enough to live during the

course.

I stayed at a republic of students near Unicamp with others from the summer school and

was a really pleasant experience. I stayed at rua Dr. shigeo mori 1457.

I found accommodation in the morarunicamp website.

Fiquei em uma republica, achei ela na planilha que mandaram em um dos e-mails antes

do inicio da escola de verao. Gostei muito dela, a galera la foi muito prestativa.

Descobri pelo link no grupo da escola de verao a republica na qual me hospedei. Foi uma

experiencia muito boa.

Recomendação de amigo que veio no ano anterior. Foi bom.

Found in morarunicamp.com.br and in the list other students shared. It was a UNICAMP

student's house, very near the campus, not the cleanest but still good.

Sem problemas! ficamos em uma república próximo a faculdade. O luxo é desnecessário

então para as duas semanas ficamos bem acomodados.

at the start it sounds bad. But the owner of the house made some improvements and at

the end it was good to share the house with the other partners.

I stayed at CPV. Overall it provides a nice environment. I'd suggest to check the lightbulbs

(many of them didn't work), the radio (didn't work), and to add some appliances

(microwave, dishes, etc.).

I found my accommodation in the suggestions provided by the camping organization, the

guys who lived there welcomed us and showed us everything, it was nice that other

students of the camping were staying in the same place. I don't have anything to complain

about the accommodation stage.

My team managed to find a really good apartment for an affordable price. We found it by a

quick search on the web using the morarunicamp tool. I think it would be nice if the staff

could gather some information around the neighbourhood and send it to everyone. I came

to Campinas a month before the camp to see the place, but for me it was easy because I

have family here and I live in São Paulo. For those who can't come, some extra info would

be very nice, since not every place is on the web.

I think the training was very important for my development, not only by classes, but also



by the people I met. I believe that the camp only came to add me.

I found it with the webpage posted in the website of the event. The interface wasn't very

informative. We sent a lot of emails and eventually the one we wanted appeared. Maybe

elaborate a better list with potos and numbers will be great.

Morarunicamp. We like it very much

I found it very nice. The place was all right and the people were very friendly.

It was ok, but I wish I can find a better place next year. I don't know what you can do to

improve my experience in that matter.

Um amigo encontrou para mim e para todos do grupo que iriam. Gostei um pouco. Se

pudesse ter um lugar com todos os participantes seria mais divertido.

I found it previous year through some internet searching, and went again because I liked it

very much. This year it wasn't as good for the first few days, but after some complaining

the landlord fixed the issues, and it was great to share a house with a bunch of other

coders.

My coach told me about the summer school. I really like it

was not a good experience they had no internet even no keys of the house I tried to check

in other places like the hostel of unicamp but 240R per night was too expensive. I asked

to other "republicas" but tell me to pay 50R per night so I decided to stay with no internet

out university

My experience was terrific. I looked for places to stay around Unicamp, and I found a

good hostel (pensão) really close to the university. I liked it very much, so I don't have any

improvement to suggest.

Kind of hard to find a place to stay, but we found a really great one. Maybe you could

have some indications and send them as early as possible :)

I study at UFSCar and went to the the Training Camp with the USP - São Carlos' group.

So we were a large group. Some of them were going back to the event for the second or

third time, and were responsable for finding our accommodations. They looked at the

table provided by you and ended up choosing a Pensionato listed there, from the same

owner of their accommodations last year.

It was fine, there was a problem with my arrival time so I had to stay one night in CVP, but

that was not your fault :)

One of us came to campinas before and search for the place. It was pretty good, we had

privacy and space.

The accommodation was excellent. Good price, 200 meters from Unicamp, easy to find.

We found a place really near Unicamp, it was nice.

What did you like most in these two weeks?

As aulas sobre assuntos novos, principalmente as da segunda semana. O assunto foi

muito bem explicado, mesmo que tenha sido um pouco corridinho.

Everyday we had plenty of things to do, even during the free days. Most of the days we

spent the nights upsolving problems from the previous contests with the other students



which were staying at the same house as me.

Gostei das aulas de manhã, que foi um pouco diferente dos outros anos. Nesse ano,

tiveram mais aulas, invés de só correção dos problemas do contest do dia anterior.

The lectures, contests, pizza break and Saturdays lunch.

The classes. I learned a lot in these two weeks.

The contests

Participar das competições todas as tardes com os demais times ajuda a manter

motivado a treinar para a maratona.

the lectures on theory were pretty good, and even the breaks were in a good moment to

allow studying and upsolving.

Os contests

Teachers, it was incredible to have classes with world finalists.

Glev was an excellent teacher. Applauses to him.

know other people and share ideas with many diferent people

- The high level of the lectures of the second week. - Pizza

Free days after lessons were really nice cuz I disscussed solutions with partners and we

handle to solve some problems we can't during contest. +10 for lesson's slides

I liked meeting new people, some of the contests and Pavel classes

The contact with more experienced people, Which made it possible to expand not only

knowledge , as friendships !

The people I met.

The classes and contests, for sure. And also the pizza!

The contact with the teachers and the collective analysis of the problems the day after the

contests.

As aulas em si foram o mais importante, seguido dos treinos a tarde e do "social" de

conhecer melhor as outras equipes. Os professores foram muito bons e acho que esse

deve continuar sendo o maior foco: trazer os melhores professores para ministrar. As

salas e infraestrutura como um todo foi muito boa. Sobre almoço/jantar, escolhemos

deixar de usar o RU depois do primeiro dia, preferindo coisas alternativas. Na maior

parte, o restaurante/lanchonete em frente ao CB. O site usado para as provas é muito

bom. Melhor ainda é poder manter as contas para continuar treinando nele.

The theory lectures, especially Gleb's.

The contests. The labs were very good and the problems were very challenging.

The thing that really impressed me in this two weeks was the quality of Artem classes. I

already knew that he is brilliant, but explain all those things with calm and clarity is not for

anyone.

I really, really liked the course. Seriously, it was amazing. I loved the classes, I loved the

the monitors, loved the contests, the place. It was the best course I had. I really enjoyed

the extra classe activities (footbal, dinner, pizza night, road to the mall, google talk). Oh,

forgot to mention: the backpack is very cool! And also the CB2 and the computer labs are

nice. You certainly did a very nice job. Thanks!



Yes 52 100%

I've learned a lot and it was also really fun. The classes were all interesting and the

contests were great.

The problems that were selected

Two things: - Meet and talk with other people with same interests. - The classes on

advanced topics.

Learning, and meeting a lot of awesome people.

In general, I liked the opportunity to be in a place where great programmers share their

experiences, during classes and also during the google moments that, for me was very

enlightening.

The diversity of subjects discussed and problems analysis

The classes and the contests were excellent

The classes and the contest were all great. Specially all the new content that I haven't

even heard of. The opportunity to meet the world champions was very motivating as well.

The contest and the People

I think the internacional presence on the camp was really cool. Discussing and solving

problems with competitors from another country showed me a new perspective.

Sharing with people of other countries and discussing problems and technics with them.

Da qualidade do evento em geral

It was a really immersive experience, with great teachers and great contests. I don't know

any point to highlight, since it was an overall pleasing event.

O connecting people envolvido no evento. Conheci muita gente boa e bacana

Afternoon contests.

First of all, all professors had great experience in programming competition. Having both

world champion and vice in two weeks giving lectures to me was really great. I lado likes

the contests and the willingness to help of the volunteers. They are also really great and

made these two weeks awesome. One of the things I liked the most was the live stream

video of the lectures. Two days I had to stay home because I wasn't feeling good in the

morning, but I watched it online and it was great, the quality of the sound and video was

really good.

Dos contests, porque simular as provas ajuda bastante.

The classes, I prefer watching classes than reading to learn new things.

I really enjoyed meeting other people. Also the organization was very good, proposing

football games (that I don't play, but it's nice), taking us the day off to the shopping, etc.

I personally liked the contests. Although we train together at USP, there aren't many

teams to compete with. Besides, the teachers were wonderful and two people for one

week was really helpful, because they split the work and this improves the time

management a lot on the lectures/problem analysis.

Would you come again and/or recommend this Summer Camp for other
students?



No 0 0%

What could we improve for the next editions?

Uma coisa da qual senti falta esse ano foi das impressões durante as competições.

Not sure, it was really good

1) Creio que seria legal se fosse disponibilizado almoço/janta em outros locais também,

talvez somente com uma pequena ajuda de custo (O valor que poderia ser gasto no

bandeijão, ganhariamos de disconto em algum outro lugar). 2) Luz para o futebol, que

nesse ano não pudemos jogar por falta da mesma.

The schedule. Some days the contest started late, which made it end later, and, although

many people may like the mid-week free day, I would have liked more if the saturday was

free and the thursday followed the normal schedule

Melhores professores, mais didaticos

Do the Google Dinner Event (or any other similar one) closer to the Campus. Change the

place we have eatten lunch (University Restaurant). The food was edible but the

Chemistry Restaurant's one was tastier.

-

I really don't know. It was just perfect. The only thing I could complain is the Google

dinner's location: it was very far from the Unicamp and they communicated us a bit late.

Coffee Break wasn't very good this year

Transport

Maybe move it to the next week so we can go to the carnival after the training ends!

I've got no ideas to contribute.

I think Google Day was really poor for those that were not interviewed. We only had one

activity (the talk), beside the dinner the day before. A "just for fun" hackathon would be

nice.

I would like to have lists of exercises connected to the theoretical classes, so that we

could directly apply the content we've learned.

Two teachers on both weeks maybe. The idea was great and worked out really well.

The coffee breaks.

...

It would be grate to have an T-shirt instead of the backpack.

Better teachers, contests with less tasks that are easy to get a solution but boring to

implement

I think that instead of giving a backpack, give us a shirt, that's my only complaint

I would really like to have two teachers per week. And the most important thing: a t-shirt!!

100%



Talvez uma segunda opção de desconto para quem não quer comer no bandejão. A

comida não é ruim porém existem dias que você não come o que é oferecido. Uma opção

de restaurante com desconto seria muito bem vindo.

The lecturers had solid background on the topics, but sometimes it was difficult for them

to explain their ideas clearly. Perhaps it will be better to find a balance between

experience in ICPC vs experience in teaching.

Google's dinner could be closer to unicamp or some transport.

There could be a special day to teach people about Barão Geraldo. Maybe one of the

breaks, maybe the sunday before. Two guys lecturing really improved the level, and

probably made it more pleasant to both of them.

have a program of the classes that will be given so we can study in advance.

You could use Slides for each lecture, and make interactive activities.

Período maior de curso, verificar se todos os computadores estão prontos para uso

(alguns não estavam funcionando)

The backpack isn't necessary, you could provide T-shirts instead (everybody uses t-shirts

and most already have some backpack better than the one provided). We could know

what would be covered in each day so we could study beforehand, because sometimes it

was too complicated for some to follow the class.

More theoretical lessons, lists of problems about the lessons (sometimes I just couldn't

find the right problems, like for persistent treaps).

More accessible theory classes, though I think that would kill the main purpose of the

camp: preparing students to the World Finals. But students like me, who aren't quite there

yet, get kind of lost during some (a lot of) classes because we simply don't have the

required knowledge to understand the lecture.

Uma ideia em que discutimos na republica foi aumentar a carga horaria de aulas teoricas,

e criar um, ou dois dias da semana pra fazer upsolving dos problemas e discuti-los.

Acess to wifi on CB02 during the break

Acredito que se os professores dessem sugestões de exercícios, listas, sobre as

matérias novas ensinadas conseguiriamos ter um aprendizado ainda melhor dos

assuntos tratados.

Gostamos bastante do almoço do lugar na frente do CB, mas só descobrimos o lugar na

segunda semana. Ficamos também bastante perdidos para encontrar a sala no CB no

segundo dia, visto que não fomos no primeiro (problema da imobiliária). Então faltou um

mapa indicando os principais pontos. O que veio dentro da mochila chegou tarde. Várias

das mochilas tem o zipper meio ruim, pelo que pude notar. Gosto muito de ter as

gravações das aulas, permite rever a aula em detalhes e ir pausando para implementar

algo que foi comentado. A maior dificuldade foi ter muito assunto de vez e nenhum tempo

para experimentar com o que foi aprendido. Os vídeos resolvem isso. No entanto a

qualidade do som não ficou tão boa.

One detail I should've suggest during the week is code printing, we've done that in a

previous edition. I think it's important to be able to print code and simulate the World

Finals environment more closely.



Very Satisfied 36 66.7%

Satisfied 17 31.5%

Neutral 0 0%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Very Satisfied 40 74.1%

Actually this edition was pretty neat. Surprisingly I don't see much to improve.

it would be nice to have a schedule of the acitivities and the subjects before the classes,

because then we can prepare more for them.

A t-shirt would be better than the backpack. Send the form about our knowledge a few

weeks before in order to build a schedule with it. I think the topics of the classes should be

based mostly on the world finalists answer. And this schedule should be sent in the

beginning of the week to us so we can choose which classes to attend (in case we

already master the topic, we don't need to come to class, we could stay at home or at the

lab upsolving last contest)

Overal event [How do you evaluate]

Selected dates (jan 18th to jan 30th) [How do you evaluate]

0 8 16 24 32

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable

0 10 20 30

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable



Satisfied 8 14.8%

Neutral 4 7.4%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 2 3.7%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Very Satisfied 32 59.3%

Satisfied 17 31.5%

Neutral 4 7.4%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Very Satisfied 34 63%

Satisfied 15 27.8%

Neutral 4 7.4%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Daily schedule [How do you evaluate]

Place (Campinas) [How do you evaluate]

0 8 16 24

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable

0 8 16 24 32

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable



Not Applicable 0 0%

Very Satisfied 42 77.8%

Satisfied 10 18.5%

Neutral 1 1.9%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Very Satisfied 24 44.4%

Satisfied 6 11.1%

Neutral 5 9.3%

Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Very Dissatisfied 0 0%

Not Applicable 18 33.3%

Place (UNICAMP) [How do you evaluate]

Google Tech Talk - if you attended [How do you evaluate]

Classroom CB2 [How do you evaluate]

0 10 20 30 40

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable

0 5 10 15 20

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable



Very Satisfied 41 75.9%

Satisfied 12 22.2%

Neutral 0 0%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Very Satisfied 46 85.2%

Satisfied 6 11.1%

Neutral 1 1.9%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Computer Labs [How do you evaluate]

University Restaurant [How do you evaluate]

0 10 20 30 40

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable

0 10 20 30 40

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable



Very Satisfied 10 18.5%

Satisfied 13 24.1%

Neutral 14 25.9%

Dissatisfied 12 22.2%

Very Dissatisfied 5 9.3%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Very Satisfied 42 77.8%

Satisfied 9 16.7%

Neutral 1 1.9%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 1 1.9%

Saturday Lunches [How do you evaluate]

Pizza [How do you evaluate]

0,0 3,5 7,0 10,5

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable

0 10 20 30 40

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable



Very Satisfied 43 79.6%

Satisfied 7 13%

Neutral 0 0%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 3 5.6%

Very Satisfied 17 31.5%

Satisfied 14 25.9%

Neutral 13 24.1%

Dissatisfied 7 13%

Very Dissatisfied 3 5.6%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Backpack [How do you evaluate]

Registration process [How do you evaluate]

0 10 20 30 40

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable

0 4 8 12 16

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable

0 8 16 24 32

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable



Very Satisfied 37 68.5%

Satisfied 12 22.2%

Neutral 4 7.4%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Very Satisfied 29 53.7%

Satisfied 13 24.1%

Neutral 6 11.1%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 5 9.3%

Very Satisfied 47 87%

Satisfied 5 9.3%

Neutral 1 1.9%

Dissatisfied 0 0%

Video recordings [How do you evaluate]

Student monitors [How do you evaluate]

0 5 10 15 20 25

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable

0 10 20 30 40

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable



Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Very Satisfied 21 38.9%

Satisfied 9 16.7%

Neutral 9 16.7%

Dissatisfied 3 5.6%

Very Dissatisfied 0 0%

Not Applicable 12 22.2%

Very Satisfied 32 59.3%

Satisfied 4 7.4%

Neutral 2 3.7%

Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Very Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 14 25.9%

Google Day - overall [How do you evaluate]

Google Student Dinner - if you attended [How do you evaluate]

0 5 10 15 20

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable

0 8 16 24

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable



Very Satisfied 21 38.9%

Satisfied 9 16.7%

Neutral 3 5.6%

Dissatisfied 1 1.9%

Very Dissatisfied 0 0%

Not Applicable 20 37%

Strongly Agree 47 87%

Agree 7 13%

Neutral 0 0%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Google Tech Talk - if you attended [How do you evaluate]

First Week

Was knowledgeable about the subject [The instructor (Gleb Evstropov)]

0 5 10 15 20

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatis…

Not Applicable

0 10 20 30 40

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disa…

Not Applicable



Strongly Agree 25 46.3%

Agree 22 40.7%

Neutral 5 9.3%

Disagree 2 3.7%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 36 66.7%

Agree 11 20.4%

Neutral 4 7.4%

Disagree 3 5.6%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Was well prepared [The instructor (Gleb Evstropov)]

Was engaging and interesting [The instructor (Gleb Evstropov)]

Encouraged participation/discussion [The instructor (Gleb Evstropov)]

0 5 10 15 20

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disa…

Not Applicable

0 8 16 24 32

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disa…

Not Applicable



Strongly Agree 43 79.6%

Agree 7 13%

Neutral 1 1.9%

Disagree 3 5.6%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 36 66.7%

Agree 14 25.9%

Neutral 4 7.4%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Helped me learn to acquire/interpret information [The training week]

Had a clearly defined purpose [The training week]

0 10 20 30 40

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disa…

Not Applicable

0 8 16 24 32

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disa…

Not Applicable



Strongly Agree 25 46.3%

Agree 14 25.9%

Neutral 11 20.4%

Disagree 3 5.6%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 1 1.9%

Strongly Agree 32 59.3%

Agree 21 38.9%

Neutral 1 1.9%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Provided useful/helpful ideas [The training week]

Increased my understanding of topic(s) discussed [The training week]

0 5 10 15 20

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disa…

Not Applicable

0 8 16 24

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disa…
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Strongly Agree 30 55.6%

Agree 17 31.5%

Neutral 5 9.3%

Disagree 2 3.7%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 29 53.7%

Agree 19 35.2%

Neutral 5 9.3%

Disagree 1 1.9%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Format was appropriate to the subject [The training week]

Additional comments on First Week

It was difficult to understand the instructor. There were very few lectures, most of the days

were only spent on upsolving the problems of the previous days.

Would be nice to have an schedule of daily topics. beside that everything were awesome

I liked Gleb, but he took too long to analyse the problems from the previous contest.

Único ponto negativo de Gleb foi que as explicações sobre o contest do dia anterior por

vezes tomava toda a manhã de aulas, não sobrando tempo para assuntos propriamente

ditos, o formato de slides se provou mais eficaz nesse ponto, embora seja uma questão

do professor. Chamar estudantes ao quadro é interessante e provoca mais discussão e

interação, embora consuma precioso tempo.

Gleb was a very nice teacher, with good lectures

Gleb was a great teacher, despite being nervous on the first day and freezing during the

Cartesian Tree lecture. The only suggestion I have is using slides, like second week's

instructor used.
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Good idea the form we filled for the topics. Keep doing it!

I think Gleb should focus more on the implementation part, as Vasiliev did. He discussed

a lot of hard topics without writing a single line of code or pseudo-code.

Gleb prepared some material beforehand and was willing to teach something everyday.

He skip resolving the easiest problems of the contests and just provide an editorial, this

way would be better for the world finalists (and the newcomers would receive the

resolutions to the easiests) and the instructor could focus more on the class.

Great teacher but he had to rush theoretical lectures. I think the slides on the second

week allowed a faster explanation of the contests and left more time for the lectures,

which were way more interesting.

Gleb's lectures was very useful and his papers about the subject (cartesian tree, segment

tree) was pretty awesome to fix the ideas. Also, his classes are very dynamic, what is very

good thing to keep you attention.

again it would be nice to have before the classes a schedule o what subjects will be

teached

O futebol do pessoal poderia ter tido um pouco de luz! rs

Gleb talked about written analysis for some unsolved problems along the week and I

couldn't find any.

Um bom professor, sabe bem do que está falando.

--

The only problem was that he insisted that the contestants showed their solution during

the analysis. I believe that it made the problem analysis take much time, leaving little time

for other topics exposition. This and the absence of slides made this part of the lectures

take more time then I think it should. Everything else was excelent (the problems choice,

the topics discussed etc)

I'm now a Glebs fan :D

I think we spent too much time on easy problems. Some topics that were advanced were

discussed in little time.

Second Week

Was knowledgeable about the subject [The instructor (Pavel Krotkov)]



Strongly Agree 39 72.2%

Agree 11 20.4%

Neutral 2 3.7%

Disagree 2 3.7%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 36 66.7%

Agree 14 25.9%

Neutral 2 3.7%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 2 3.7%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 28 51.9%

Was well prepared [The instructor (Pavel Krotkov)]

Was engaging and interesting [The instructor (Pavel Krotkov)]
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Agree 15 27.8%
Neutral 7 13%

Disagree 3 5.6%

Strongly Disagree 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 17 31.5%

Agree 22 40.7%

Neutral 9 16.7%

Disagree 5 9.3%

Strongly Disagree 1 1.9%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 51 94.4%

Agree 3 5.6%

Neutral 0 0%

Disagree 0 0%

Encouraged participation/discussion [The instructor (Pavel Krotkov)]

Was knowledgeable about the subject [The instructor (Artem Vasilyev)]
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Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 41 75.9%

Agree 7 13%

Neutral 5 9.3%

Disagree 1 1.9%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 27 50%

Agree 19 35.2%

Neutral 4 7.4%

Disagree 4 7.4%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Was well prepared [The instructor (Artem Vasilyev)]

Was engaging and interesting [The instructor (Artem Vasilyev)]
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Strongly Agree 21 38.9%

Agree 14 25.9%

Neutral 17 31.5%

Disagree 2 3.7%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 38 70.4%

Agree 12 22.2%

Neutral 4 7.4%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Encouraged participation/discussion [The instructor (Artem Vasilyev)]

Helped me learn to acquire/interpret information [The training week]

Had a clearly defined purpose [The training week]
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Strongly Agree 29 53.7%

Agree 18 33.3%

Neutral 6 11.1%

Disagree 1 1.9%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 33 61.1%

Agree 17 31.5%

Neutral 4 7.4%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Provided useful/helpful ideas [The training week]

Increased my understanding of topic(s) discussed [The training week]
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Strongly Agree 34 63%

Agree 17 31.5%

Neutral 3 5.6%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Strongly Agree 32 59.3%

Agree 16 29.6%

Neutral 5 9.3%

Disagree 1 1.9%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Not Applicable 0 0%

Format was appropriate to the subject [The training week]

Google activities (dinner, interviews, and Tech Talk)

Yes. I needed a break.

I really liked the talk, it was motivating.

It was awesome. I'm looking forward to it next year.

It was a really good idea. The activities introduce us to the organization environment

where our acquired knowledge can be improved and used.

Dinner was nice, I didn't attend to the others.

It's a great idea to have this additional activities, it improves a lot the training camp

experience.

The Google activities was a good idea. It was a nice break and a awesome opportunity to
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talk with Google's Engineers. The tech talk was nice and inspiring.

Acho interessante uma 'palestra' com os engenheiros e entrevistadores também para um

bate papo. O jantar proporcionou isso porém era algo um pouco mais limitado e de fato

ficar tocando em assunto de trabalho o tempo todo em um jantar não é uma boa opção. A

maioria dos alunos tem interesse em saber que tipo de questões são abordadas, quais as

expectativas de um recrutador e entrevistador, etc etc.

Yes, I think it was a good idea, give us time to rest and/or upsolve some problems.

Foi uma boa idéia, muito boa inclusive.

It was nice.

dinner was too far away

would be better to change the talk for something related programming stuffs, I know it's

kind of break but I would prefer not lose time since it's only two weeks.

The Google dinner event and the Google day was certainly a great idea.

yes. would be good if there was a bus from unicamp to the dinner place and back. or if the

dinner was near campus.

Yes, it's very nice to have those events, to know more about this huge company and be

really anxious to the interviews.

Yes, the Tech Talk was very interesting.

Yes.

The place and the food were great, but my table was too big and the Google person was

too far from me that I didn't talk (or listened) to any googler until I moved to another table

at the end.

I did not have the chance to talk properly with people from Google. Of course the

restaurant was great but I guess the whole goal was for us to know more about Google

and people who work there...

Fui apenas ao jantar. Foi muito bom conversar com pessoas do Google e o lugar também

muito bom.

The dinner was amazing in everything: the food, the engineers, the place, ...

I didn't participate in the tech talk, but I went to the dinner and liked it very much (It was

nice that the Thursday was a day off, otherwise the dinner would've been inconvenient.)

Answered before.

I would have not minded one more day of training. But a lot of people were really tired so

the break was a good idea.

it was a good idea, because we need i little time to rest.

I had to be in São Paulo at thurday morning, so left on wednesday afternoon. Because of

that I had no experience at all with Google. Maybe you guys should have them separated

on different dates

Yes. it is a good idea.

Não participei.

The dinner was very good. I'm very glad with them. And the tech talk was great, I really

liked the history of google belo horizonte



It was a good idea. Only one suggestion. During the dinner, I was the only one in the table

that didn't speak portuguese. As a result, it was difficult to keep up with the conversation

with the Googler assigned to our table. Perhaps for future events you could gather the

ones who would rather prefer English in a different table.

These activities were a really welcome break in the training week. The format of the

dinner (having one Google employee at each table) was a nice experience, allowing

interesting discussions.

It was an awesome idea. I could meet very tallented and succesful people who teach

somethig about their experiences. Again, I would like if the dinner was closer to the

Campus.

Foi uma boa ideia

Yes, i think it was a good idea. The dinner was very good, and it was nice to chat with

some of their employees

I didn't participate in these activities.

Yes, it was very interesting to learn about hat Google Brazil produces and how they work.

Also what a nice way to take a break from all the contests and classes.

Anything you would like to tell us about your overall experience with Google
at the Summer School?

I think the dinner is not the best choice for an event. We spent all night only talking with

one person of Google and there were some tables that had more than 10 students and

one person from Google's staff sitting at the corner. Something less formal would have

given us the opportunity to meet more people from Google and learn more about their

experiences and from Google itself.

I only recall a dinner and a talk it would be nice to have real google activities as meetings

and stories of great coders, or cool engineering stuffs, maybe programming tips.

Please, tell them to move the dinner closer to unicamp next year! :D

Was better than the first one.

Very interesting talk by berthier. I'm not much into entrepreneurship but his life story is

great and motivating.

It was great, but Google could have given t-shirts to everybody.

In general, it was a great experience to be a part of this event.

It was really nice to know about Google's interest on the Maratonistas and on supporting

their studies (at the Training Camp).

Não participei. A Tech Talk foi durante o dinner? Teve gravação? Tive vontade de ver mas

a perdi.

I ended up having no experience at all with Google, besides getting a backpack.

It was very good to be able to meet some Google professionals. This motivates us to work

harder

I am very grateful to Google as they have sponsored and supported this course. I am very

encounraged to push myself to study more and more so that someday I will be able to be



a member of their team.

It's an great experience and opportunity. It could be good to have it again next year,

maybe with the first week being sponsored by another well know company.

There could be more things on Google Day besides just a Tech Talk, maybe a special

contest or something more related to what we were doing :)

Answered before.

Foi bem interessante a palestra do google. O Jantar foi muito bom também para termos

uma aproximação com os engenheiros e conhecer um pouco mais sobre o Google.

Google dinner should have been closer. I didn't go because it was too far away (1h 30min

by bus, over R$50 taxi).

I send them a mail with my CV and so on and I didn't get a reply.

Additional comments on Second Week

It was really impressive on how good Artem was at explaining complicated topics. I was

amazed by the FFT lecture.

Awesome. Artem was wonderful.

Acho que os professores da segunda semana poderia ser um pouco mais claros em

relação a resolução dos exercícios.

I would like to thanks instructors on the second week since they did a really nice Job.

Pavel explained the problems from the contest mostly well, and Artem explained new

topics well.

Although a little bit shy, Artem could teach everything really good and would be awesome

if he could come back again. I really enjoyed his lectures.

There should have been a dinner on Saturday, I preferred its contests and instructors

Second week felt more advanced, which kept me from understanding a couple subjects

during the lectures.

Suggest to the instructor to user all the boards. It's really not good to have to choose

between copying and understanding. Of course the video of the classes make this

problem smaller.

I just think that maybe the contests could be a little more balanced (many days not even

the best teams solved more than half the contest - this makes we spend much time in one

problem instead of absorbing the ideas for many)

Great idea to have two teachers. Great idea to have slides for problems explaining faster.

Artem is great at lectures.

Personally I liked Artem's lectures as a extra of the common classes, because he

explained the topics with a high level of details.

- The lectures were much more clear than the first week.

I think that the slides was very useful for clarity. As they say: a picture worths a thousand

words. I think you could implement it also on First Week.

Divisão entre os professores funcionou bem e mais foi possível ser feito no mesmo



I prefer one instructor 5 9.4%

I prefer two instructors 24 45.3%

I do not know 24 45.3%

tempo.

Final thoughts

This was the first time we had two instructors sharing the same week. How did
you like it?

Please comment on your option (one/two instructors)

Pavel was really well prepared and cool. Artem wasn't much prepared to give classes and

was sometimes confusing

Com dois instrutores você tem mais conhecimento reunido, se você não entende um

explicando talvez o outro explique de uma forma um pouco diferente. Achei ótimo.

I thing it didn't make much difference.

if they are well prepared and have a plan to follow it doesn´t matter if its one or two

Artem's explanations were very great and deep, but sometimes Pavel's lectures was too

fast (they still very good).

Two instructors give more dynamism to the lecture. I liked it.

I really liked the way the two instructors of second week worked, I think they were able to

make a great use of the time given.

Acho que dois professores podem transmitir mais ideias sobre um mesmo tópico, do que

somente um.

It was a good idea to have 2 instructors. They supported each other.

I love the way they did it since Artem is better explaining topics, and Pavel made a great

job solving and explaining the problems (+10 for slides)

They clearly could better prepare the lectures. It made it really more productive

With two instructors we can have different opinions about the same topic, and they can

help each other.

Não acho que ter dois instrutores tenha algo de ruim, desde que se conheçam e possam

45,3%

45,3%



dar a aula e trocar seamlessly. As duas semanas foram igualmente boas, na minha

opinião, e a quantidade de instrutores não afetou.

Both options are pretty nice. But, perhaps, two instructors may support each other and

speak about different stuff accordingly to the knowledge they master the most.

I thing is better to have two instructors, if one make some mistake the other can correct it,

while one is teaching the other one can play attention in others factors like time and

possible misunderstandings on the slides.

If they are good any way is fine.

I couldn't correlate any of the advantages/disadvantages of the weeks to the number of

instructors.

I liked, but I'm afraid I can't say it's necessary. I mean, if it's possible, then great, but one

instructor could also be great, as in the first week with Gleb. I'm not sure I can compare

one option with the other.

I think it mainly depends on who are the instructors. Gleb did perfectly fine by himself, at

the first week. At the second week, I found Pavel's analysis of the problems really good,

more organized and easy to follow, then Artem's topic exposition, but even this way I

believe Artem was the right person to do these parts of the lecture. So I guess it really

depends on the instructors, more then their number.

Two instructors is a nice option if they are already friends. I mean if they can share the

lectures/contests without diverging too much from each other.

With two instructors I think they have more time to analyse problems AND teach new

things. Pavel seemed to plan the analysis more than Gleb, and because of that did it

faster and more clearly, while Artem could focus on the new topics.

I said it on other answers. It worked out greatly.

Two really helps. Gleb always had problems with time while Pavel and Artem actually had

free time after the lectures.

When the instructor is not "well suited" for the summer school the fact of having a second

one really makes our experience here better. (this have not happened this year)

It was a great idea because it separated a professor for discussing the contest and other

for teaching new content. Leaving both of these things to one professor sometimes made

the professor lose time and not be able to teach new content.

I think two instructors is the best option because one instructor can be focused in the

afternoon activities and discussion about the problems while the another instructor is

focused in bringing new topics to the lectures.

General comments

I would like t-shirts. And it was really really hot, so walking to IC was quite uncomfortable.

Computer labs on a high ground are traps for sedentary programmers (or a good reason

to make exercises).

Ano que vem não coloquem na semana da Campus Party. Como os ingressos desta

devem ser comprados com antecedência, acabei gastando dinheiro e não conseguindo



reembolso. Além de saber de pessoas que não vieram por tal motivo.

Again, please next year give us a shirt instead of a backpack =/

The staff was pretty great and everything was nice. BUT GIVE US T-SHIRTS!

O evento foi 10, sempre podemos melhores mas a qualidade foi realmente incrível. Os

monitores de 14 polegadas foram sempre atenciosos e nunca estavam mal humorados

em suas funções. O professor Rodolfo também sempre dando boas orientações e como

sempre com muita educação e humor.

The Summer School was excellent at almost everything. It was a awesome opportunity of

learning from some of the best teachers of the world in competitive programming, and of

meeting great competitors.

We should be able to answer that form in parts. I was obliged to answer half of the form in

a hurry to do not lose the first half of the answers.

I really didn't like RU. Cantina da Química was way, way better.

Awesome event!!! O quanto antes puderem anunciar datas do próximo ano melhor, para

poder comprar passagens e hospedagem com antecedência suficiente. Talvez tenham

faltado momentos que incentivassem mais a interação entre times, não cheguei a trocar

palavra com muita gente. No todo, muito obrigado!

Well, I'm disappointed I did not get a t-shirt. But oh, well, it's the depression

I think the instructors should put up a list of exercises after every lecture, from basic to

advanced, so we can train at home. And also do lectures every day, at least for me they

are better than contests to help me improve, I'd rather have a day without a contest than

without a lecture, or maybe a contest based on the lecture. The form asking what people

already knew well was a great idea.

All were very good!

This training is the best of all i have attended. By far the best organized. Keep this good

work!

Os instrutores eram bons(na maioria dos topicos), porém tinham uma didatica MUITO

ruim.

I am very grateful to you guys. You did a REALLY good job and I certainly would

recommend it to my friends and I want to meet you again next year!!!

Congratulations on the awesome event, if I had more years to compete, I'd surely come

again!

I don't have anything to complain about the camping, it was an amazing experience and

honestly I'm feeling more prepared to represent my university in the finals this year.

Foi a minha primeira vez e eu gostei muito, espero poder ir novamente

I thank the organization of the event, it was a great job.

I think more classes about advanced topics would be very nice. I point out that a schedule

would be very nice so if a person master this topic he/she can use their time in something

more important and if a person doesn't have a clue about what the class will be about

he/she can prepare him/herself previously in order to take the best of it.

i would emphasize, that it would be nice to have a schedule of the subjects that will be



analyze in the classes before them

O evento foi sem dúvida, muito bom.

It was really good to come here, it was worth it :)

Keep up with the good work

Please keep the pizza and the coffee during contests and classes. Like I mentioned in

other box, code printing would be very useful for finalists. Thanks a lot for the great camp!!

Would be nice to have an schedule of algorithms, data structures or topics we are going

to see during lectures since there is a lot we don't know and is hard to learn on the way. In

General, Thanks for the great Job you are doing. you give me two of the best weeks I'd

had. please continue doing this in the way you are doing I would love to come back.
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